MELG welcomes a variety of different types of submissions.

In addition to individual submissions – articles of up to 8,000 words – it welcomes special issues, roundtables, field note and case comments.

Both special issues and roundtables provide an opportunity for a group of authors to write a set of articles on a single topic or theme. Special issues include up to 6 contributions, with each article 8,000 words or fewer, inclusive of references, notes, tables, and figures. Roundtables include up to 6 contributions of maximum 4,000 words each including references, notes, tables and figures. Roundtable may also revolve around a specific event or noteworthy publication. Due to their relatively short length, they enable scholars to respond to and write about noteworthy events, for example, in a timely manner.

Guest editors of both special issues and roundtables are required submit an application (available on the website); upon approval, authors should individually submit their articles via MELG’s Editorial Manager.

MELG also encourages field notes submissions of three different types. The first are reflections on the field of Middle East and North African studies. The second are reflections ‘from the field’ – reflections from the Middle East and North Africa and changing political and social events. As a third type of field note, MELG accepts articles on field research methods, including field research ethics. All field notes are 3,000-4,000 words inclusive of any references, notes, tables and figures. Select field notes will be published in Arabic. Field notes will also be made open access.

Case Comments are short pieces of 3,000 to 4,000 words in length that focus on one notable judicial decision. Case comments analyse and critique the legal decision and put it in a broader perspective - within a longer line of jurisprudence, within other disciplines, such as political science, or within broader social and political change in the region in order to contextualize or critique the decision.

MELG also does podcasts and open-access blogs [under construction] with select authors regarding their research. Blogs are 500-800 words and may include pictures, that summarize the article’s main findings for a broader audience. Both the podcasts and blogs [under construction] are accessible via the link on
Instructions for Authors

the MELG website and distributed via MELG’s social media accounts on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.

All manuscripts must be submitted through Editorial Manager. The titles of all field notes and case comments should begin with the term field note or case comment, respectively, followed by a colon and the title. For example, a field note with the title “Reflections on the Protests in Iraq” should be submitted as: “Field Note: Reflections on the Protests in Iraq”. All articles published by MELG are subjected to peer review.

Thank you again for considering publishing with MELG.